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New military technologies are destabilizing.  When one party introduces a new technology, 

potential adversaries believe they are at risk until they can match or counter the innovation.   

Military innovation can create a new dynamic for calculating risk among potential adversaries, 

leading them to reassess their views on deterrence and the role of nuclear weapons.  Forces and 

understandings that once seemed adequate to produce stability are called into question.   The 

situation is made even more complicated by the multipolar (or what some Russian scholars call 

“polycentric”) environment for competition and conflict.  An action intended to deter one 

opponent can produce unexpected concerns among others.  In this changed technological and 

political environment, U.S. plans and acquisitions may have been inadvertently destabilizing.   

 

The introduction of precision guided munitions (PGMs), long-range strike capabilities, 

unmanned aerial vehicles, cyber attacks, and anti-satellite weapons have changed the nature of 

warfare.  In combination, they offer a new strategic capability.  A deep concern for both Russia 

and China is that a combination of advanced conventional weapons, cyber attacks, and nuclear 

weapons will allow the U.S. to strike their nuclear forces and other high value targets, perhaps 

preemptively.  Their concern is reinforced by a suspicion that the U.S. will use new military 

technologies to achieve strategic effect without employing nuclear weapons, thus devaluing the 

deterrent value of Russia and Chinese nuclear forces.  In a “global-zero” world, where nations 

eliminate nuclear weapons form their arsenals, new non-nuclear technologies could give the U.S. 

could strategic capabilities that Russia and China know they cannot currently match.  No one 

questions the utility of the new military technologies but their political implications have not 

been thought through, nor have political strategies for confidence and possibly limitations been 

developed. 

 

One Chinese official, for example, compared U.S. cybersecurity efforts to missile defense, 

saying that just as missile defense is intended to cancel out China’s nuclear deterrent, U.S. cyber 

defense is intended to allow America to strike China with “impunity.”  Russian interlocutors 

point to NATO’s new doctrine for responding to cyber attacks as destabilizing as it allows for 

preemptive strikes using advanced conventional weapons such as unmanned aerial vehicles and 

precision-guided munitions, weapons against which the Russians believe that they cannot easily 

defend.  While there is always an element of posturing in Russian pronouncements, Russian 

strategists and policymaker believe they are at risk from new American weapons, assert that the 

U.S. might use them to circumvent nuclear war in attacking Russia, and regularly cite drones and 

PGMs as a significant threat.  As an aside, global opinion is deeply hostile to the U.S. use of 

drones, leading to efforts in the UN to constrain their use.  The discussion of stability will take 

place in a diplomatic environment shaped by new pressures not found in the bipolar contest.  

 

The effect of these innovations, unsurprisingly, is expanded efforts by many countries (and in 

particular Russia, China and Iran) to acquire similar weapons systems.  Their programs 

emphasize active programs to develop capabilities for anti-space operations, cyber attack, long-

range unmanned aerial vehicles and precision-guided munitions.  These are challenging 

technologies to develop and field, but the emerging view of military planners in many countries 
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is that they will (along with increased reliance on Special Forces) define the future of warfare 

and military forces must acquire them to remain effective.   

 

Public discussion of U.S. strategic doctrine may reinforce adversary concerns.  Ambiguity and 

misinterpretation has led adversaries to fear preemptive strikes against nuclear forces or weapons 

of mass destruction.  This is inherently destabilizing.  While the U.S. may intend to confine such  

strikes to North Korea and  Iran, using a blend of cyber attack, long range precision weapons and 

perhaps even tactical nuclear strikes, the Russians and Chinese fear that these capabilities could 

be used against them as well.  Military space activities (such as the unexplained exploits of the 

X-37 Space plane) add to these concerns.   

 

The United States is hardly alone in aggressively pursuing more capable weapons and this too is 

certain to have unanticipated effects on strategic stability.  For example, the understanding 

between the U.S. and the Soviets on immunity for space reconnaissance systems has not been 

duplicated with Chinese.  Russia’s military modernization efforts and its use “hybrid warfare put 

unexpected pressures on nuclear deterrence in Europe.  China’s pursuit of advanced weaponry 

aims to duplicate and defeat U.S. capabilities.  This trend is not new, a continuation in some 

ways of the shock China and others felt when the U.S. combined space and informational assets 

with PGMs to defeat rapidly a massive, Soviet-style military in the 1990 Persian Gulf War. What 

is new is the belief among potential adversaries that the U.S. will use its new technologies for 

strategic effect, changing the equation for stability and deterrence in ways they cannot predict.     

 

This is a difficult strategic problem.  In our efforts to find security against new classes of 

opponents who are not easily deterred (North Korea, Iran), we may have inadvertently damaged 

strategic stability in relations where deterrence works.  Nuclear deterrence produced strategic 

stability using a combination of negotiation, public statements and signaling, and weapons 

acquisitions programs.  In the current environment, building more weapons will not produce 

stability and the ability to negotiate on strategic and arms control issues with adversaries is 

greatly reduced.  New weapons are not going away and even if the U.S. renounced their use.   

 

Finding a way to manage this new strategic environment and reinforce stability is not intuitively 

obvious.  As the U.S. has sought to broaden deterrence against new risk and against new, non-

nuclear weapons, the old paradigm for deterrence and stability has been damaged and must be 

renovated to account for non–nuclear weapons with strategic effect.   A new paradigm for 

strategic stability will need to take into account the strategic effect of new technologies on 

deterrence.  This may require a combination of shared understandings with potential opponents, 

unilateral confidence building measures, declaratory policies and, potentially, seeking 

multilateral agreement on constraints on new military technologies.       

 


